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RESUMO

Neste ortigo o conceito de sistemo é relacionado com
os conceitos de entropio, Írabalho e calor. Através da and-
lise de três modelos mostra-se que a arbitrariedade na es-

colhq do sistema é função da existência de partes do
(Jniverso cuja energia é apenas função das vqridveis de
deformaçdo. Por esta razão estas parcelas da energia pod-
em ou não ser incluídas na energia interna ou no lermo
trabalho. Tëndo isío presente propõe-se uma nova iníer-
pretação da quantidade calor e um enunciodo não or-
todoxo do Segundo Princípio da Tërmodinâmica'

ABSTRACT

In this poper the concept of system is related to the
concepts of entropy, work and heat. Through the analy-
sis of three models it is shown that the arbitrariness in
the choice of the system is related to the existence of parts
of the (Jniverse whose energy is only a function of the
defor mat ions variab les.

For this reoson those parts moy or moy not be in-
cluded in the system or in the work term. With this in
mind we propose o new interpretation of the quantity heot

and a non ortodox enunciotion of the Second Principle
of Thermodynamics.

I INTRODUCTION

The conceptual difficulties of thermodynamics have

Iately been the object of special attention in the litera-
ture [].

With this work we intend to show that it is possible
to understand the origin of some contradictions still ex-

isting in thermodynamics [2] through the analysis of three
modèls which make easy the understanding of the phys-

ical significance of the concepts involved, as well as the
relation of the ar.bitrariness in the system definition and
the concepts ofrwork an heat [3].

II THE SYSTEM AND ENTROPY

We shall start by assigning the number l, 2 and 3 to
the models to be considered.

Model I is a gas contained in a vessel provided with
a piston, the effect of the gravitational field upon the
gas being negligible.

Model 2 is identical to l, except that the effect of
gravity upon the gas is not negligible.

Model 3 consists of an ensemble of magnetic mo-
ments without interaction in the presence of a magnetic
field.

For each model l, 2 and 3 two situations, described
as a and ó, will be considered.

la indicates that the piston is outside the system. The
System is only the gas (we consider the ideal situation
where the walls can only intervene energetically in the
process through the vertical movement, parallel to the
field, of the piston). In this case the internal energy is
only the kinetic energy due to the movement of the gas

atoms.

U,o: D ukin, (l)

where ukin, is the kinetic energy of particle i.
lá indicates that the piston belongs to the system.

In this case the internal energy is

U,r: Ì ukin, + {. (2)

where d. is the potential energy of the piston due to the
gravitational field.

ln 2a the potential energy of the gas is considered
to be outside the internal energy, 2a corresponding to la.
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2Õ includes the potential energy of the gas in the in- where
ternal energy, thus corresponding to ló.

V is the gas volume,

dU,o: frS,o-Pro dV (15)

and P,o: -ôUro/ôV.

In lÕ we have

U,r: U,o + m. gh (16)

where m. is the piston mass and h the piston heigh rela-
tive to the bottom of the vessel which contains the gas.

If A stands for the (constant) section area of the ves-

sel, V: h x A, we have:

U,a: U,o t m.g V/A. (17)

Given U,a: U,o (S,r, V) we have:

dU,a: TdS'u + ôUrò/ôV dV (18)

and from (17), (15) and S,r: S,, (the piston does not
contribute to the entropy) we get:

dlJru-m..E/ A dV: TdS,o-P,o dV = dU,o (19)

If the transformation is reversible it is worth noting
that

dU,a: -P.*, dV,

Ur"=? unkin,, (3)

tJru:\ unkin,+ @*' (4)

where ó, is the potential energy of the gas owing to the
fact thai the gas atoms are on a gravitational field g.

Similarly, rve have

Ur": ? 
usPin,

U:r,:luspin,+e

rvhere uspin, is the energy of the magnetic moment i on
the field and e is the energy of the magnetic field.

The energy of a system is a function of the entropy
S and of the deformation variables xu,

U: U (S, xk). (7)

We thus have

dU: (ôU/ôS) dS + (ôU/ôxo) dxo (8)

where d is the exterior derivative operator.
For a dP elementary variation in space (S, x*),

whatever the direction of dP is (not necessarily tangent
to the surface of the reversible transformations -S: const.) rve have

dU : (dU, dP) (9)

(<dtJ, dP> is the contraction of dU form with the dP
vector).

The dU elementary variation due to dP is, therefore,

4g: (ôU/ôS) dS + (ôU/ôx*) dxu (10)

This relation is valid along a quasi-static transforma-
tion rvhich should not be taken as reversible, since rever-

sibility is verified for a particular dP (dS:0).
Since

í ôu ) :T' ôS '^'

(ôU/ôxo)r: Xp,

dU: TdS + Xo dxo. (13)

Relation (13) is valid for a quasi-static transforma-
tion rvhich needs not be a reversible one.

For model la we have

where P.*, is the external pressure and P"*,=P*-m.g/4.
It should be pointed out that, since S,r: S,o and

ó,: ó"(V), (15) can be obtained from (18).

We shall now consider 2. lf Uro:Uro (Sro, xu) then

dUro : õIJzo/õSzo dSro + ôUrolôxu dx*. (21)

If U2ó: U26 (526, xu) and Srr: S2o, it was then easy

obtain dUr, from dUro in the same way as we have ob-
tained (15) from (18).

Howeveç if Srr: Sro, this is not generally possible.

This is what we are going to verify by the microscopic
analysis of model 2.

Model 3 is analogous to l, there being, therefore, ar-
bitrariness in the inclusion of the field energy in the sys-

tem (inclusion of the piston in lÓ),

(5)

(6)

(20)

and

we have

(l 1)

(12)

dU,o: TdSro + ôUro/ôx* dx*,

dU:a: TiìSr, + ôUrr,/ôy* dy*.

Since U.,o: Uro * e, we have

dU,o: TdSr, + ôU3r/ôyk dyu-de.

(22)

(23)

If S.,, : Sro, then

du3blôyk dy*-de : ôUro/ôxu dxu.

It is possible to show [4] the following relations(14)
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dU,o: TdS-pdV-MdH

dE* : TdS-pdv-HdM

with E* : u:o * MH: lJ3b-vF2/ 8z' and S: Sro: Srr.

Microscopic Analysis of 2
lrt us consider the phase space x, y, z, p-, py, P..

The entropy is givin by S : K D Ni (l - ln N,) where

frf. -s-(a+Éur) [5], u;:-L * v,r*ó, and f, is the poten-
2

tial energy of the mass m due to gravity (rn stands for
the mass of a gas particle).

The normalization conditions which make it possi-
ble to determine a and p are:

U: D u, N;, (24)

*: Ì *,. (25)

We can then see that U contains a term due to the
potential energy.

Replacing N, in S : K D Ni (l - ln Ni) one obtains

S:K[N+N ln V./N+
(26)

+ 3 /2 N ln (2nml0h'z) + ÉUl

r
where Y": ,/ *, *, e -€ó dx dy dz.

It is therefore clear that both U and S contain terms
due to the potential energy, which shows that the gas in
the gravitational field is described by 2b not by 2a. In
fact it is not possible to consider U : Uzo : Uro (S2o, V)
with Sro: Sz because the potential energy contributes
here to the entropy and for the energy in the way ex-
pressed by (26). The energy of the system here is neces-
sarily Ur,, and we can not put out the potential energy
like in the model I because (26) does not permit that
partition.

III INTERNAL ENERGY AND ENTROPY -THE SECOND PRINCIPLE

In order to be characterized, the energy of a system
must have the entropy variable. In fact [6], if a system
goes back to the initial deformation variables [7] the ener-
gy is higher than, or equal to the initial energy (equality
is verified in the reversible transformation).

it is nevertheless obvious that, once the SYSTEM is
defined as the part of the "Universe" that contains the
entropy variables, we can add to it other parts that do
not depend on the entropy and have a "new" SYSTEM
*'ith the same entropy (it is the case of models I and 3).

In model 2 is obvious that the potential energy of
the gas is not analogous to the potential energy of the
piston.

In model I and 3 we have arbitrariness in the choice
of the system because the piston or the field don't con-
tribute to the entiopy and because of that we can put
the energy of the piston or the energy of the magnetic
field associated to the work. This is not the case with
the potential energy and model 2.

The quantity heat is sometimes associated with the
kinetic energy of the gas molecules or, and this is the
dominant orthodox position, it is defined on the basis
of the First Principle. It is then stated that heat is what
complements work in order to obtain the variation of
internal energy.

If we are careful to attribute a physical sense to the
quantity work [0] by associating it with those kinds of
energy that have a character of reversibility (like the
piston and the magnetic field) and which, according to
Gibbs [il] [9], may be associated with the rise or fall
of a weight, we can enunciate in a more general sense
that heat (internal energy) cannot be transformed into
work if the deformation variables are the same (i.e., if
they go back to their initial value). In model2 the inter-
nal energy (heat) contains a term of potential energy
which contributes to the variation of entropy. Once the
system goes back to its initial configuration, the work
turns into heat - degradation of energy |2} Thus, once
the variation of entropy has been chosen in the sense of
variotion of heat (òU/õS>O) it is possible to state that
the entropy of a SYSTEM increases or remains constant.
We have therefore shown how easy it is possible to pass
from the language of heat to the one of entropy in the
enunciation of the Second Principle. We affirm in con-
clusion that the concepts of work and heat must be as-
sociated through the "Second Principle of Thermo-
dynamics" when stating the impossibility of the internal
energy (heat) being converted into work (kind of energy
that are reversible because is not function of the entro-
py) in a transformation where the deformation variables
are the same at the begining and at the end of the trans-
formation.

This non-symmetry implies the existence of the quan-
tity entropy whose variation is larger than, or equal to,

,ero 1$>0 has been arbitrated). It is therefore essen-'ôs
cial to use the designation heat and work in the precise
sense sugested here and not in the sense.resulting from
d[J: dW + dQ [3].

We finally reafirm that, energy being a function of
entropy and of the deformation variables, it is not gener-
ally possible to divide the system into sub-systems, as-
suming only the additivity of the energy. The entropy
of the system must allow this partition.

It is however clear that if the system permits a parti-
tion into n sub-systems so that U=ï U, and S=? S,,

the previous enunciation apllies to the whole (SYSTEM)
and not to the part (sub-systems). If Ui : U, (S,, x;),
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then dU,= TdSi + X, dx, is also obviously verified in a
quasi-static transformation.

A deep understanding of the difficulties associated
rvith the concept of heat implies a conceptual revision
of the concepts of force and work, which has generally
precluded the possibility of attributing a physical sig-
nificance to the First Principle of Thermodynamics [4]
tl5l.

We believe that out work will, in a nerv x'a1', contrib-
ute to the elucidation of such conceptual difficulties,
avoiding those conflicts originating in Clausius formu-
lation that has unfortunately been recovered through the
Caratheodory-type formulations. We are refering to the
interpretation of Caratheodory formulation through the
First Principle, dU: dW + dQ, tl6l tl7l.

In the light of what has been said, we believe to be

contributing to the use of an adequate language that will
allow an easy understanding of some of the formula-
tions [8] whose importance has lately been increased due

to the necessity of optimizing energy utilization but
whose interpretation is difficult from an orthodox ther-
modynamics point of view.

In a recent paper [9] Hans Fuchs proposes (follow-
ing others) the identification between Heat and entro-
py. Though the motive for this identification was, with
simplicity, to introduce the entropy concept considered
essential and primordial (this is also our point of view)

[6], this can be achieved by identifyint Heat (an energy

concept) with internal energy. The difficulty to accept
this identification is related to the difficulty in under-
standing that heat cannot be transformed into work only
if the deformation variables are the same after the trans-
formation [6]. The existence of equilibrium and the ener-

gy concept are enough for the conceptualization of the
Energy-Entropy Principle [6] I20l í2ll 1221.
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